Exploration of phase transitions and construction of associated phase diagrams are of fundamental importance for condensed matter physics and materials science alike, and remain the focus of extensive research for both theoretical and experimental studies. For the latter, comprehensive studies involving scattering, thermodynamics, and modeling are typically required. We present a new approach to data mining multiple realizations of collective dynamics, measured through piezoelectric relaxation studies, to identify the onset of a structural phase transition in nanometer-scale volumes, that is, the probed volume of an atomic force microscope tip. Machine learning is used to analyze the multidimensional data sets describing relaxation to voltage and thermal stimuli, producing the temperature-bias phase diagram for a relaxor crystal without the need to measure (or know) the order parameter. The suitability of the approach to determine the phase diagram is shown with simulations based on a two-dimensional Ising model. These results indicate that machine learning approaches can be used to determine phase transitions in ferroelectrics, providing a general, statistically significant, and robust approach toward determining the presence of critical regimes and phase boundaries.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding phase transitions-whether they are structural, electronic, quantum, or topological in nature-is a major part of modernday physics. The ability to understand the fluctuations driving these transitions, as well as to map the corresponding phase diagrams, is an area of widespread active interest in science from both theoretical and experimental realms (1) (2) (3) (4) . Phase transitions are not only fascinating due to their role in fundamental physics (for example, understanding the critical behavior and driving forces) but also because the large enhancement of susceptibility that occurs near phase boundaries (5) . In the mesoscopic Landau description, phase transitions are characterized by an order parameter whose value is zero above the transition temperature, and nonzero below it, and the associated theories have been critical to understanding phenomena associated with phase transitions in materials as diverse as superconductors, ferroelectrics, martensites, and liquid crystals (6) (7) (8) (9) . Recently, there has also been progress via molecular dynamics to better understand the relevant order parameters and coupled interactions in relaxors (10, 11) . The determination of phase transitions from the known free energy is trivial (albeit practically free energy parameters are taken from the experiment) (12, 13) . The situation becomes more complex for microscopic models, ranging from (relatively) simple models, such as two-dimensional (2D) Ising models, to molecular dynamics. However, in this case, all the degrees of freedom are known, and therefore, the determination of phase transitions can be accomplished by structural order parameter mapping, calculation of grain-averaged properties, specific heat, susceptibility, and so on. Very recently, neural networks (and generally machine learning) have been used to generate features that replace unmeasurable (or unknown) order parameters, thereby allowing the determination of critical regimes and phase boundaries in an automated fashion (14, 15) . Similarly, Kusne et al. (3) and Stanev et al. (16) developed machine learning schemes to model the critical temperature of known superconductors and to deal with highthroughput experiments. The prospects for machine learning in physics-related studies are by now well appreciated (17) , and recent work on information compression (18) and machine learning for quantum systems (19) illustrates some of the promising trends.
Despite the problems faced by the theoretical community, the situation is even more drastic for the experimental community, in which identifying the appropriate model and establishing its parameters typically take a lengthy community-wide effort combining scattering studies of structures and their evolution with temperature, pressure, mechanical stresses, and other thermodynamic parameters (20) . These measurements also necessitate the fabrication of large volumes of high-quality single-crystalline materials, as required by neutron scattering. Often, the associated collective mechanisms remain unknown, and currently, only colloidal crystals (21) serve as a model system where all degrees of freedom are known.
Here, we demonstrate that machine learning of multiple realizations of relaxation phenomena across the parameter space allows us to construct the relevant phase diagram without the need for physics-based labeling or explicit knowledge of the Hamiltonian. These relaxation curves are proxies to the dynamics that are available in theory but are not accessible experimentally, and highlight a new and important method through which application of basic machine learning practices to the dynamics of the system can be a novel and more efficient approach to investigating phase transitions. This approach is demonstrated here for a ferroelectric relaxor but is expected to be equally applicable to a wide variety of other disordered systems with collective dynamics (22, 23) .
Toy model
As an example of the proposed approach, we demonstrate the concept on a "toy model" of the well-known 2D Ising model on a square lattice (details are in the Supplementary Materials). The toy model is not chosen because it has any resemblance to the relaxor system we investigated experimentally (which is described later). Rather, we choose this system because it is well known and can serve as an example system to demonstrate the main idea of this paper. Specifically, we show that by measuring a mesoscopic proxy (which contains only partial information on the microscopic variables), we can still reconstruct the phase diagram, as opposed to needing the full set of microscopic degrees of freedom. For the 2D Ising system, we calculate the classical parameters including the susceptibility and specific heat as markers for the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase transition. Of course, this is straightforward in this case because all degrees of freedom are known. Next, we calculate the relaxation of the system after a field is applied, measuring only the magnetization. In this instance, we have access to the dynamics of the system response, but the degrees of freedom are hidden. We generate several "relaxation curves" by varying the magnitude of the applied field and the temperature. We then perform k-means clustering, which is a form of unsupervised machine learning, on this data set (24) . Specifically, the k-means clustering algorithm attempts to classify a set of n observations (A 1 , A 2 , …, A n ) in d dimensions into k sets (or clusters) S = {S 1 , S 2 , …, S k } such that the within-cluster sum of squares is minimized, that is, solving the problem
where m j is the mean of the points in S j . In our case, n defines the number of relaxation curves, and the number of dimensions d of each observation A is equal to the number of time steps. The number of clusters to partition the data into k is given by the user. The algorithm is solved using an iterative method until the within-cluster sum of squares no longer changes to within a specified tolerance. It should be noted that no previous knowledge of the system is input to the algorithm (apart from k). The output of the algorithm is typically visualized as a label vector (which indicates the cluster to which each relaxation curve belongs), as well as the mean responses of each cluster. We initially performed k-means clustering on the relaxation curves simulated for the zero-field case as a function of temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 1A , with the mean response of each cluster plotted in Fig. 1B . As a comparison, we also plot the susceptibility as determined from the original simulations (which serve as a "ground truth" for the phase diagram of this system).
The k-means clustering can determine the phase diagram as a function of temperature via appropriate clustering of the dynamic responses. We further confirm that extension to applied fields can reproduce the fieldtemperature phase diagram based on the clustering approach. The map in Fig. 1C shows the number of relaxation curves at each field and temperature belonging to the particular cluster 0, 1, and 2, that is, red, blue, and green, respectively. The triangle color map in Fig. 1C shows the number of labels (maximum value is 20; see the Supplementary Materials), that is, the number of members of each cluster. This simple toy model confirms the suitability of using unsupervised machine learning, applying it to relaxation dynamics to automatically construct the phase diagram.
To explore this concept experimentally, we have chosen a ferroelectric relaxor system, (1 − x)Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 − xPbTiO 3 (PMN-xPT) as a model system. The system's properties including the dielectric susceptibility, electromechanical coupling, and piezoelectric coefficient all peak at~30% PT concentration, which is associated with a phase transition from a rhombohedral phase to a monoclinic phase at the morphotropic phase boundary (and eventually, at 35% PT, to a tetragonal phase) and which has been well explored with the Landau-Ginzburg and phase-field modeling in previous works (25, 26) . The same phase transition can be accessed at lower levels of the PT content, if the sample is heated to slightly above room temperature or if sufficiently large fields are applied (27, 28) . Thus, this system serves as a test case for whether the structural phase transition can be explored without having to directly map the structural order parameter, which is inaccessible by atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements.
We use piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), which measures the piezoresponse (strain) generated by applying an electric field from an AFM tip, in nanoscopic volumes. At the same time, given that the strain is related to the order parameter, but is not a direct probe, determining the phase transition temperature particularly in light of artifacts that are present in PFM measurements and the fact that both phases exhibit large piezoelectric response remains a challenge (29) . We are able to successfully show that using machine learning on the collection of the relaxation curves in the broad temperature-bias parameter space allows automatic construction of a phase diagram similar to that of the bulk (30) .
RESULTS

PFM measurements
We conduct PFM imaging on the PMN-27.5PT crystals. Details of the sample preparation can be found elsewhere (31) . The crystals are polished, allowing the AFM measurements with minimal topographic crosstalk. Results of basic PFM imaging are shown in fig. S2 but demonstrate a flat surface with no distinguishable features in the piezoresponse maps. Given the absence of contrast, it is not possible to determine the structural phases that form during heating from these images.
To further explore this material in detail and to probe the dynamics experimentally, we use band excitation PFM (BE-PFM) (32) . This is a method that adds to standard PFM imaging via the addition of a spectroscopy component (that allows measurement of the piezoresponse as a function of voltage and time) and a BE component. The BE component is used to detect the piezoresponse and improves singlefrequency lock-in-based detection schemes by operating across a band of frequencies, centered on the resonant frequency of the cantilever, and thereby allowing signal amplification by the quality factor (typically by a factor of~100). A BE wave packet is sent to the tip, and by measuring the cantilever response and subsequent Fourier transformation, a simple harmonic oscillator function can be fit to the real and imaginary components of the measured spectrum. This fitting enables extraction of the amplitude, phase, resonant frequency, and quality factor. The detection scheme is coupled with a triangular dc envelope as shown in Fig. 2A . The dc pulses excite the sample in the probed volume of the AFM tip, and the BE packet allows reading of the piezoresponse, including amplitude, phase, and frequency signals as a function of time (that is, the piezoelectric relaxation) immediately after the removal of dc voltage. The use of BE in this experiment enables enhanced quantitative measurement (due to greatly reduced topographic cross-talk), as well as better sensitivity to changes in piezoresponse, as we take advantage of the resonance. We obtained 12 relaxation curves at each spatial location, with the 12 curves associated with the varying amplitudes of dc pulses. In this manner, we build up a 4D data set of piezoresponse amplitude A as a function of position, bias, time, and temperature, that is, A = A(x, y, V, t, T). Here, x and y are spatial positions, V is the voltage applied to the tip (dc), t is the time after each dc pulse, and T is the temperature. Note that we performed the experiments over a 10 × 10 spectral grid of points to obtain good statistics.
Principal components analysis
For the initial analysis of the data set, we chose the 12th cycle, that is, V dc = 18 V, as a representative for analysis. To determine the differences in relaxation behavior, we used principal components analysis (PCA), which is a basic machine learning method used for denoising, dimensionality reduction, and visualization of large multidimensional data sets (33) . We perform PCA on the 2D data set A = A([x, y, T], t), where A is the amplitude signal from PFM, t is the time dimension, and T is the temperature dimension, using the singular value decomposition (SVD) method to obtain the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues. Here, we are concerned with determining the decomposition for the matrix M of size m × n M ¼ USV*
where U is an m × m unitary matrix, S is a diagonal matrix of size m × n, and V* is an n × n unitary matrix. The eigenvectors (principal components) are given by the columns of V, and the columns of U and S are the scores ("loadings") (assuming that the PCA is calculated from the covariance matrix, where the data are preprocessed by centering each column). It should be noted that we analyzed 100 curves (each consisting of a vector of length 28 time steps) at eight temperature steps, with a resultant matrix size of 800 × 28. The full results from the SVD are shown in Fig. 2 (B and C) . Figure 2B illustrates the first six eigenvectors and indicates that the first and second components have stretched exponential features that are the basic tendency of each piezoresponse relaxation curve. Meanwhile, the third component has a rather large dip at around 50 ms. Finally, the components subsequent to the fifth component are near zero and contain little useful information, which is further supported by the scree plot in fig. S3 . The first four eigenvalues (columns) at different temperatures (rows) are shown in Fig. 2C . Given that the measurement was 100 curves captured on a 10 × 10 spectroscopic grid of points, we plot the eigenvalues in the same manner, splitting them as a function of temperature. The first column shows the first eigenvalue component, and the values markedly decrease from 70°to 80°C, whereas the second eigenvalue changes simultaneously in this region increasing substantially. Theoretically, we expect that the materialspecific responses (in this case, piezoelectric relaxation) should lie on the low-dimensional manifold in the response space of the system. Then, the phase boundaries are defined as regions where this response changes rapidly across this manifold. Thus, the sudden change in the eigenvalues for components 1 and 2 across a particular temperature range indicates the possibility that this stems from the phase transition (changes not related to phase transitions would manifest more gradually). Here, the critical point is related to the M B to M C phase transition in this material. Not all the components change across the phase transition. In the third and fourth columns, the eigenvalues seem to be more random, so there is no clear change after the third component. This suggests that some of the features of the relaxation are related to material or measurement parameters that are unchanged by the structural phase transition (possibly stemming from surface electrochemical effects). Additional details are provided in the Supplementary Materials.
Clustering approach
As shown earlier, the PCA is sufficient to determine the onset of the phase transition. However, the components are only statistically defined and do not have physical meaning per se. It also presents problems in the identification of phases, given that some are focused on more general (large-scale) features, whereas others are important to describe more fine-structure features that do not vary across the phase transition. To circumvent these issues, we explore whether basic clustering of the relaxation dynamics can fully map the temperature-bias phase diagram. In contrast to the PCA, where we considered only a small subset of the data here, we performed k-means clustering on the entire relaxation data for all (positive) voltage pulses at all temperatures. We posited the existence of three distinct regimes in the phase space (that is, three clusters), and each relaxation curve could be assigned as belonging to one of these three clusters. Figure 3A shows the means of the three clusters that were determined using this method. The first and second clusters show the exponential relaxation trend with varying offsets and decay times, whereas the third cluster indicates no relaxation. Because we measured 100 curves at each bias and temperature, we plot the results as a 2D plot on the temperature-bias axes, where the color scale represents the number of members within each cluster. The temperature-bias phase diagram representing the relaxation behaviors is built in Fig. 3B , with the results compressed by individual clusters. Figure 3B illustrates the ratio of three clusters (k = 0, 1, and 2) using the RGB scale as a function of bias and temperature. The original data (see the Supplementary Materials) with a maximum value of 100 are normalized to the RGB color triangle as shown in Fig. 1C . Red, blue, and green belong to cluster labels k = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Apparently, relaxation curves belonging to the k = 0 cluster appear only at high temperature, as indicated by the larger number of members for those conditions. Similarly, the second cluster (k = 1) corresponds to the lower-temperature or low-voltage values at high temperature. The M B to M C phase regions in the temperature-dc bias phase diagram is determined and marked by the dashed profiles. Finally, the third cluster appears to be dominated by curves not exhibiting relaxation that mostly appear at low-voltage values and are absent at higher voltages. This suggests that some perturbation (threshold field) is required at these temperatures to initiate the structural phase transition.
DISCUSSION
These results show the ability to determine the phase diagram of this system without a priori knowledge of the mechanisms at play and using only local information that are proxies to the dynamics of the hidden structural phases through which the system transitions. We have previously argued for the possibility of the field-induced phase transition in these systems, which is supported by analytical theory, phase-field modeling, and acoustic measurements (34) . Here, we investigate the relaxation response as a function of temperature and fully delineate the temperature-bias phase diagram. It should be noted that apart from the effect at low bias (not enough relaxation observed), there does not appear to be substantial dependence of the phase transition temperature on the applied bias. This may be due to the coarseness of our temperature control in the AFM, but even at this resolution, some insight is gained. For example, in Fig. 3B , the number of members of cluster 2 (k = 1) at 80°C for 6 V appears to be 24, but at 9 V, this has changed to 6, indicating a complete crossover to the M C phase at higher fields. We further observe some elastic softening related to the structural phase transition at higher temperatures (see the Supplementary Materials) . Furthermore, analysis of the relaxation data using functional fitting procedures was also undertaken (see the Supplementary Materials). We conclude that although it is possible to infer the presence of the phase transition using this method, the small variations observed in the experiment and the large dispersions in measured values make accurate determinations difficult and are inferior to the clustering or PCA-based methods. This work provides a clear demonstration of the use of unsupervised machine learning on raw experimental data for automatic determination of phase diagrams on a system where identification of underpinning physical mechanisms is generally impossible and microscopic degrees of freedom are unavailable for observations. Despite this, the clustering of relaxation dynamics into distinct phases, as a function of local (field) and global (temperature) parameters, not only is possible but also is shown to be superior to the traditional methods of functional fitting and observation of distinct relaxation times. This is understandable, because the relaxation dynamics in ferroelectric relaxors, especially when measured by PFM, can be remarkably complex (35) , and the manifestation of the different structural phases in modulating the relaxation time is not likely to be trivial. However, their influence will certainly be present on the shape of the resulting curves.
The approach shown here is general and could be used to explore complex phase diagrams measured in nanoscale volumes, and also represents a new approach to mine experimental data as a function of applied stresses. For instance, it could be used to explore a variety of field and pressure-induced transitions, including transitions in superionic materials or needle domains (for avalanches and jamming transitions) (36) . Fig. 1C . Red, blue, and green belong to cluster labels, that is, k = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. a.u., arbitrary units.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The single crystals of (1 − x)Pb(Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 )O 3 -xPbTiO 3 were grown from high-temperature solution according to the method described elsewhere (31) . The (001)-oriented sample for PFM imaging and measurements was glued onto a conductive sample plate with silver epoxy, which served as the bottom electrode and grounded during all PFM measurements. The temperature-dependent PFM measurements were conducted in a built-in temperature-controlled chamber with Budget Sensors cantilevers (k~1 N/m) and a free resonance of~75 kHz in air on a Cypher ES AFM platform from Asylum Research. Two National Instruments PXI-based cards were set for the dc plus ac relaxation signal generation and data acquisition for the BE relaxation experiments, which were performed using in-house scripts written in LabVIEW v11 and MATLAB v2011. All data analyses were carried out using Python 2.7. References (37) (38) (39) (40) 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
